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 7:02  Lost_horizon Hello, everyone 
 7:02  Smaragdigm : ) 
 7:02  Hawklady HI LH 
 7:03  Skafooti Judy Holt - Boca Raton, FL 
 7:03  Hawklady Does anyone have volume? 
 7:03  Melissalorca No 
 7:03  Puzzletricks Not yet. 
 7:03  Hawklady thank you 
 7:03  Lost_horizon working on mics now 
 7:03  Melissalorca Yes 
 7:03  Puzzletricks y 
 7:03  Silverdale Hi - Skafooti! 
 7:03  Gnosticman Got sound 
 7:04  Batthra how's Bev.? 
 7:05  Lost_horizon in hospital recovering 
 7:05  Gnosticman Good evening all from Gerald and Gail in the midst of springtime in the Ozarks. 
 7:05  Lost_horizon thanks, Batthra 
 7:06  Skafooti Hello Pi! 
 7:06  Silverdale Hi - BG 
 7:06  108repetitions abd[2}=7x7 
 7:06  Gapalz Hi - Grant here, New Paltz, NY 
 7:07  Simmontemplar Hello Everyone ! 
 7:07  Silverdale Welcome Simmon! 
 7:07  Lost_horizon Dan in Grass Valley, CA 
 7:07  Southerly19 hello, rita-atlanta 
 7:07  Simmontemplar Hey Silver !! 
 7:07  Gapalz yes 

did the reading 
 7:07  Gnosticman Yes, puzzletricks and gnosticman read. 
 7:08  Silverdale George - Seattle 
 7:08  Hawklady okay 
 7:08  Puzzletricks Yes! 
 7:08  Piandjo Harry--Austin 
 7:08  Hawklady Arsi Norco Ca 
 7:08  Vadere Kathleen - London 
 7:08  Lost_horizon (that means ok with reschedule, Hawklady?) 
 7:08  Markroche What was the exercise? 
 7:08  Gnosticman Also, Loralilah and Venebodo. 
 7:08  Gapalz ye 
 7:09  Silverdale Good evening - Vadere! 
 7:09  Vadere hi silverdale  
 7:09  Hawklady Yes okay to reschedule, thank you 
 7:10  Piandjo hello Shikoba! 
 7:11  Hawklady Hello Piandjo  



 7:11  Gnosticman I read with Puzzletricks, and I found that the consistency and slow pacing of her 
reading was a powerful attention magnet. Also noticed that the connection was essential to really 
hear the words. The words served less as typical verbal communication and more like signposts of 
of what to attend to in the space. Just my personal reaction. 

 7:14  Silverdale Thanks for sharing - Gnostic ... 
 7:14  Vadere Thank you yes 
 7:14  Simmontemplar I am still waiting for Parworld... 

Pathworld 
 7:15  Hawklady I know she is has out of town guests 
 7:16  PRO Markroche Would someone please share what the exercise was that David was referring to, 

and that he asked us if we had done? 
 7:17  PRO Puzzletricks Working with a partner, read the invocation and first 5 readings to each other. 
 7:17  Piandjo thanks, Gnosticman. 
 7:17  PRO Puzzletricks Yes, thanks Gnosticman! 
 7:18  PRO Markroche thank you Puzzletricks 
 7:19  PRO Gnosticman Mark . . . pairs of people read the first 5 readings plus the Obligatory Reader's 

Invocation. Then give feedback on delivery. 
 7:20  Simmontemplar Piandjo : What lecture will you do in those different situations? any specific in 

particular? 
 7:21  PRO Markroche thanks Gnosticman 
 7:21  108repetitions cosmos backstatge to the cosmic theater is not easy understund for the elements 
 7:25  Piandjo Simmon, not sure what you are asking. What "lecture?" 
 7:26  Gapalz Lorillilah and I read on secondlife 2x and it was/is great. Learning how to be read to and 

experienceing that space is very very important and profound. We come out of the exercise with 
gratitude. 

 7:27  Simmontemplar which one of all these lectures could be read to someone in need, not 
necessarily a person dying. Any reading number in particular, what section of this reading can we 
perform? 
lecture 1? 2 ? or the 5 of them? ...does it matter in any case? 

 7:28  PRO Markroche If there is anyone who has not done the exercise and would like to, I would love 
to do so. You can contact me here or on facebook. 

 7:29  Melissalorca Mark, I'm doing it with Auntie, but I would like to read with you as well. 
 7:30  Piandjo You can never go wrong with the 4th reading--the confronting the Clear Light , Simmon. 
 7:30  Simmontemplar That's what I call "Let's be practical" ...great Silver 
 7:30  Hawklady 22 viewers and 22 signed in 
 7:31  Melissalorca wonderful story, David. 
 7:32  Simmontemplar Thanks Pi , any ways, would you post the question as well? 

On spot Harry !! 
Thank you Pat !!! 
Thank you Harry !! 

 7:36  PRO Markroche Great Melissa, I would love that. 
 7:37  108repetitions the lower intellectual center awakens a special compassion for the other lower 

centers vibration readings rise to the larynx desaciendo karma projection traveler going through the 
cameras like the nape of the reader, there is no difference if the Absolute 

 7:38  Simmontemplar I am still waiting for my partener, is there anyone who would like to start with 
me? 

 7:41  Silverdale Simmon - I asked David about us partnering and he suggested we read with someone 
we normally don't know ... 

 7:41  PRO Puzzletricks I had a very physical reaction to the "air into clear light" section... 
 7:42  Silverdale Sounds like that worked for Judy and Pat ... 
 7:42  Simmontemplar I know Silver, I can understand ...Thank you George ! 
 7:42  108repetitions hi Simone section 
 7:42  Silverdale it worked with Vadere and me ... 



 7:42  Simmontemplar Yes 108, Simmon here 
hi there ! 

 7:43  PRO Puzzletricks The "air into clear light" section produced a feeling of intense happiness at a 
cellular level. 

 7:43  Piandjo Simmon I will always be happy to read with you. 
 7:43  PRO Puzzletricks Difficult to put into words! 
 7:43  Muspelspark I can Simmon too 
 7:44  108repetitions guides not interesting and down i can't 
 7:45  Gapalz By being read to we learned some things. Like maybe not to ring the bell with each 

reading of the first 5 readings. We also wondered if it is necessary to address the voyager by name 
before each of the 5 chambers, or only once at the beginning. Those types of details surfaced. 

 7:45  Simmontemplar Hey Pi ?? thank you so much to all the voluntaries, any one will do extremely 
well, you tell me. Harry you are reading with some one already ? how about you Mus? 

 7:45  PRO Puzzletricks Interesting comments Pat, I did feel as if there were two of me. The inner part 
was fully immersed and receiving these pictures, and the outer part of me was busy listening and 
lagging a second behind. 

 7:46  108repetitions starting the Veil 
 7:46  Muspelspark no i haven't started yet 
 7:47  108repetitions sense the being if not can not started later two 
 7:48  Simmontemplar So there we go Spark ! Ok? 
 7:48  Silverdale Well said ... Puzzle ... 
 7:48  108repetitions experience is only for the mental center flip 
 7:49  Simmontemplar Please expand a little that idea 108, if you can ... 
 7:49  Muspelspark Simmon , do you have Second Life installed? 
 7:49  Simmontemplar not, I am not there but I have Skype 

do you have Skype? 
 7:51  Muspelspark i will look into it 
 7:51  108repetitions the only idea that you're traveling to somewhere from somewhere else, 

something happening in personality, then it is a personality created by elements 
 7:52  Simmontemplar in any case my e-mail is 

elicebergdelujan@yahoo.ca 
M Spark 

 7:53  108repetitions reaction to cosmic drama like tv drama you go there , what is you if is Absolute 
dreaming, not bud 

 7:54  Piandjo Simmon, let me know if you want to read, and no one else responds. We have a 
business conference line we can use at no cost. 

 7:56  Simmontemplar Ok Pi , I sense that I perhaps be able to read with M Spark, but in any case I 
can take your kind option if it doesn't go 
she/he is finding out our way of communication ...I sense 
Thank you 108 Rep, I totally dig in your description 

 7:57  Muspelspark i sent you an email, Simmon 
 7:57  Simmontemplar I see your description,108 
 7:58  Gapalz Another example: as a voyager, I realized that my mind didnt settle down and get 

receptive to the reading until at least half way into it. Thank heaven it was a long reading! It showed 
that the invocation serves as a beacon, calling in the essential attention, the repetition of it will ring 
us in from afar. 

 7:58  Melissalorca It was very useful when my kids were teenagers.  
 7:58  Simmontemplar Ok M Spark, thank you, I will read it at the end of the reunion 
 7:59  108repetitions you dont want to remember when you are the aBsolute because there is not other 

for ask this questions 
 8:01  Lost_horizon Mark R, would you like to read with Iven? 
 8:02  PRO Markroche Yes, that would be good. 
 8:02  Melissalorca I'll get with Tamra tomorrow. 



 8:02  PRO Markroche Melissa, I will contact you on Facebook  
 8:02  Hawklady pathworld will be left without a partner 
 8:03  108repetitions pathworld is my partner 
 8:03  Hawklady great 
 8:04  Lost_horizon Pathworld? are you there? 
 8:04  Hawklady What's your birth name 108? 
 8:06  108repetitions can not reaction without birth name?¿ 
 8:07  Simmontemplar No Pathworld is with me, but she is absent until she is ready 
 8:07  Gapalz lorilillah 
 8:08  Southerly19 nite everyone, see you next week 
 8:08  Simmontemplar 108 check well, I have already talked to Pathworld... 
 8:08  Hawklady goodnight southerly 
 8:09  Simmontemplar This is starting to look like the Babel Tower  
 8:09  108repetitions i am the dream or the dreamer? 
 8:10  Simmontemplar You are the "dreamed" 108 
 8:10  Piandjo As always, thanks to everyone. 
 8:11  Lost_horizon Thank you all 

Goodnight 
 8:11  Skafooti Yes, Thanks to All. 
 8:11  Gapalz thanks all 
 8:11  Hawklady Thank you all, have a great week  
 8:11  Silverdale Good night everyone ... wonderful invocation this evening ... 
 8:11  108repetitions absolute dreaming in different dream for not to return? 
 8:11  Melissalorca Good night, Friends. Thank you. 
 8:11  PRO Puzzletricks Thank you & goodnight 
 8:12  Susankester goodnight all 
 8:12  Vadere thanks 
 8:12  Melissalorca Good night, susan 
 8:12  Simmontemplar Thank you very much to All for great contributions and participation - Good night 
 8:12  Susankester Hi Vadere 
 8:13  108repetitions day on night on day good ones 

 


